Collection Contents

Historical Society of Pennsylvania collection of Centennial Exhibition records (16 records)

- Mrs. Maxwell's Rocky Mountain Museum stereograph, 1876
- Centennial Exposition from Observatory, George's Hill
- Furniture display by Collinson & Lock, Decorators, London, UK
- Log Cabin in Ye Olden Time centennial stereograph, 1876
- U.S. Hospital Ship [Idaho] model stereograph, 1876
- Centennial Exhibition opening ceremony stereograph, 1876
- The Centennial--Ground Plan of the Main Exhibition Buildings
- Views of the Women's Pavilion from the North Gallery centennial stereographs, 1876
- United States International Exhibition Philadelphia Package Ticket No. 11150
- Centennial Exhibition Philadelphia Centennial Depot Pennsylvania R. R. Co. trade card, 1876
- Statue of Liberty hand and torch stereograph, 1876
- Memorial Hall Dome under construction stereograph, circa 1876
- Centennial Exposition scrapbook excerpts
- Sung Sing Kung moon bed with chairs centennial stereograph, 1876
- The American Department in the Memorial Hall Annex centennial stereograph, 1876
- Emancipation sculpture centennial stereograph, 1876